
#25 ODU vs. N.C. State 
Location: Norfolk, Va. 
Venue: Ted Constant Convocation Center 
Attendance: 193 
All Rankings are from InterMat 

FINAL SCORE: 
#25 ODU defeats N.C. State, 34-9 

125: #7 James Nicholson (ODU) wins by forfeit. 
133: Dale Shull (NC State) fall over Justin LaValle (ODU), 1:00 
141: Craig Wilson (ODU) wins by major decision over Scott Norris (NC State), 15-6 
149: Brennan Brumley (ODU) wins by decision over #20 Bobby Ward (NC State), 4-2 
157: Joey Sheridan (ODU) wins by major decision over Brett Farina (NC State), 16-3 
165: #13 Chris Brown (ODU) wins by major decision over Ray Ward (NC State), 13-3 
174: Eric Decker (ODU) wins by decision over Quinton Godley (NC State), 5-3 
184: Joe Budi (ODU) wins by tech fall (6:37) over Cedric Moore (NC State), 16-0 
197: No. 14 Jesse Strawn (ODU) wins by tech fall (5:28) over Christian McClean (NC State), 16-0 
HWT: Eloheim Palma (NC State) wins by decision over Grant Chapman (ODU), 5-1 
 
Notes 

125: No. 7 James Nicholson receives a forfeit. 
133: Takedown for Shull just nine seconds in (2-0)…Shull holds the advantage and posts the pin 
at the 1:00 mark. 
141: Takedown Wilson a minute in (2-0)…Norris escapes immediately (2-1)…Wilson records his 
second takedown of the first period with 45 seconds remaining (4-1)…Norris escapes (4-
2)…Another Wilson takedown with 13 seconds remaining and Norris escapes (6-3)…Norris starts 
down to begin the second period…Norris escapes midway through the round (6-4)…Wilson 
posts his fourth takedown and first of the round with 31 seconds remaining (8-4)…Wilson 
chooses neutral to begin the third…Wilson records two takedowns 1:20 into the third period 
(12-5)…Norris escapes with 20 seconds remaining, but Wilson gets one last takedown and with 
3:02 of riding time ODU wins 15-6. 
149: Scoreless first period…Ward chooses down to start the second and gets a reversal 25 
seconds into the round (2-0)…Brumley escapes 15 seconds later (2-1)…Brumley starts down to 
start the third and escapes in three seconds (2-2)…Brumley gets a takedown with nine seconds 
remaining in the third period to win 4-2. 
157: Sheridan takedown 20 seconds in (2-0)…Sheridan awarded three backpoints with 50 
seconds remaining in the opening period (5-0)…Farina chooses neutral to start the second 



round…Sheridan gets a takedown 21 seconds in (7-0)…Farina escapes at the 1:11 mark (7-
1)…Sheridan gets another takedown 17 seconds later (9-1)…Sheridan chooses down to begin 
the third and gets a reversal 19 seconds in (11-1)…Farina escapes with 45 seconds left in the 
final period…Sheridan gets a takedown with 30 seconds left (15-2)…Sheridan lets Farina up (15-
3)…With 4:56 of riding time, Sheridan wins 16-3. 
165: Brown records a takedown 1:13 into the first period (2-0)…Brown allows Ward to escape 
(2-1)…Takedown Brown with 24 seconds left in the opening round (4-1)…Ward starts down to 
begin the second…Ward escapes midway through the round (4-2)…Brown chooses down to 
start the third period…Brown escapes in 22 seconds (5-2)…Brown records a takedown and 
immediately allows Ward up (7-3)…Brown gets another takedown 17 seconds later (9-
3)…Browns awarded three points for a nearfall and one point for 2:15 of riding time to win 13-
3. 
174: Decker gets a first round takedown (2-0)…Godley gets a reversal with only seven seconds 
left in the opening round (2-2)…Decker escapes with one second to go (3-2)…Godley starts 
down to begin the second period…Godley escapes in only eight seconds to tie the match 3-
3…Decker chooses down to start the third and escapes in 13 seconds (4-3)…With 1:07 of riding 
time, Decker wins the decision 5-3. 
184: Budi gets the matches first takedown with 1:07 left in the first period…Budi awarded two 
backpoints with four seconds remaining in the opening round (4-0)…Budi starts the second 
period down…Budi escapes in 12 seconds to go up 5-0)…Budi gets a takedown 12 seconds later 
(7-0)…Budi awarded three backpoints with 51 seconds remaining in the second round (10-
0)…Moore chooses neutral for the third…Takedown Budi midway through the third round (12-
0)…Budi awarded three backpoints and over two minutes of riding time for the technical fall at 
the 6:37 mark. 
197: Takedown and two backpoints for Strawn 15 seconds into the match (4-0)…Strawn 
awarded two more backpoints midway through the opening round (6-0)…Two more backpoints 
given to Strawn with one minute remaining in the first period (8-0)…McClean chooses neutral 
to begin the second…Strawn gets a takedown 31 seconds into the round (10-0)…Two 
backpoints awarded to Strawn at the end of the period (12-0)…Strawn starts down for the third 
and escapes in five seconds (13-0)…Strawn posts a takedown 28 seconds in to get the technical 
fall at the 5:28 mark…1:32 of riding time made the final score 16-0. 
285: Palma gets a takedown 43 seconds into the match (2-0) and holds the advantage for the 
remainder of the period…Chapman starts down to start the second…Palma holds the advantage 
for most of the second, but Chapman escapes with 30 seconds left to cut Palma’s lead to 2-
1…Palma gets a takedown with two seconds remaining in the second (4-1)…The wrestlers start 
the third period neutral…With 3:47 of riding time, Palma wins 5-1. 
 

 


